
Summer Assignment – World History II 
 
Summer reading 
Heart of a Samurai by Margi Preus (may be used) 

ISBN: 978-1419702006 
 
Guided Reading 
Answer the following questions as you read in complete sentences, using evidence from 

the text and in your own words. 
 

1.  What is the setting of the story? (Ch. 1) 
2.  Who is Manjiro and what character traits would you use to describe   him? (Ch. 1) 
3.  What does Manjiro want to do when he grows up? (Ch. 1) 
4.  Why does Goemon say Manjiro can’t be a Samurai? (Ch. 2) 
5.  Why does Goemon say they can never return to Japan? (Ch. 2) 
6.  How did Manjiro become John Mung, whale hunter? (Ch. 4) 
7.  What was the purpose of catching and butchering the whale? (Ch. 5) 
8.  What does the crew believe about the Japanese? (Ch. 7) 
9.  What effect did looking at the map have on Manjiro? (Ch. 9) 
10. What makes Manjiro think he will never understand English? (Ch. 12) 
11. How did it make Manjiro feel to finally see America? (Ch. 15) 
12. How is he able to attend the Bartlett School? Under what conditions? (Ch. 18) 
13. What are Manjiro’s feelings about getting an education? (Ch. 19) 
14. What news did Mr. Whitfield have for Manjiro? How did Manjiro react? (Ch. 22) 
15. How did the Japanese fishermen react to Manjiro? (Ch. 27) 
16. Why did Manjiro consider staying in the sea? What changed his mind? (Ch. 29) 
17. How did Manjiro and the crew take over the ship? (Ch. 31) 
18. How does Manjiro feel about being the harpooner? Was he successful? (Ch. 32) 
19. What does finding gold mean for Manjiro? (Ch. 35) 
20. What do the officials believe about Manjiro and Goemon? (Ch. 37) 
21. How does Manjiro use his time in prison? (Ch. 38) 
22. What changes are happening in Japan? (Ch. 39) 
23. Why did Manjiro compare his countrymen to the last fragile blossoms on a branch? (Ch. 

41) 
24. Why was it unprecedented that Manjiro was appointed as a samurai? (Epilogue) 
25. What finally ended Japan’s isolation policy? (Epilogue) 

 
Upon returning to school in August 
You will be assigned a writing activity to demonstrate your understanding of the book 

and its themes.  


